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1 2 3 4 5 6 . Learn difficult chords, sing along with the songs you love, plug in a synth and play along
with the guitar, bass, and drum charts. See also: List of DLC songs in Rocksmith (United States),
Rocksmith (United Kingdom), Rocksmith (Australia), Rocksmith (Canada) . [The (successor to
Rocksmith 2014) music education-based subscription service of Rocksmith is the successor to

Rocksmith 2014. In ,] the user can remotely access the unit online and use a MIDI-capable PC to plug
directly into or record from with only , allowing the use of microphones or pedals in any context. It is

available on Sony consoles (PlayStation 4, PlayStation 3 and PlayStation Vita) as well as Windows, Mac
and Linux PCs, and uses a subscription-based model. It also supports popular audio interfaces and MIDI

controllers, as well as integration with virtual instrument editors and other software from other
developers. . The user can also view where individual notes, chords, and rhythms are on the fretboard,
and can practice playing them without having to tune and re-tune the instrument to keep in tune. They

can also play in their chosen key in real time using any of the instrument's built-in strings, . The user can
also connect any Rock Band song in its original key to their Rock Band guitar or drum charts using in-

game instrument patches with in-game tone slides; a new mix button allows users to mix multiple tracks
together into a "blank" song with in-game guitar or drum charts; a Rock Band guitar fretboard is

included, and the user can connect the instrument via USB and use the  . The user can import Rock
Band 3 songs and edit them in Rocksmith and export them to music software on a PC for use as scores
for Rock Band. The user can also modify them using a virtual instrument such as the Rock Band Music

Pack for Reverb. The user can import Rock Band 3 songs into Rocksmith and export them to
Songsmith software for use in Songsmith, the Songsmith Editor, Songsmith Core, the Songsmith

Mastering Studio, and the Songsmith Tips app. Rocksmith 2014's Song Packs. In addition to the Song
Packs and DLC released for the game, three Song Packs were released that are not
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